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Legal Disclaimer

Nothing in this white paper constitutes an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any 
tokens. It is published solely for the purpose of soliciting public feedback and suggestions.
If and when WEM blockchain offers for sale any tokens (or a Simple Agreement for Future 
Tokens), it will do so through definitive offering documents, including a disclosure document 
and risk factors. Those documents also are expected to include an updated version of this 
White Paper, which may differ from the current version.
If and when WEM blockchain makes such an offering in the United States, it will likely will be 
available only to accredited investors.
This White Paper does not guarantee or promise the development of WEM blockchain 
business or the tokens, nor does it guarantee the utility or value of the tokens.
The document outlines current plans, which are subject to change at WEM blockchain's 
discretion. The success of these plans will depend on various factors outside of WEM 
blockchain's control, including market-based and industry-specific factors.
Any statements regarding future events are solely based on WEM blockchain analysis of the 
described issues in this White Paper. This analysis may prove to be incorrect.

mailto:wemblockchain@proton.me
http://www.worldecomoney.com/


Abstract

The EMA tokens (TEMA) can be viewed as a monetary 
representation, a financial microcosm of the entire WEM 
blockchain assets*(See Appendix A)

TEMA Token value may fluctuate based on market 
demand and adoption of the WEM Blockchain ecosystem*.

Overall, TEMA Token plays a crucial role in the 
functioning and growth of the WEM Blockchain 
ecosystem*, providing governance, utility, and potential 
investment opportunities for its holders.

NETWORK: POLYGON
TICKER: TEMA

CONTRACT: 
0xFB67759d2453c550518202Cc5d442aac193B87AC

http://0xFB67759d2453c550518202Cc5d442aac193B87AC/


ALLOCATION





TOKENOMICS
INITIAL

PRIOR NOV. 2023

Initial Investments: 800,000 EUR

Liquidity: 1%
Operations & Legal: 2%
Development: 95%
PR & Marketing: 2%



TOKENOMICS
CURRENT

AFTER NOV. 2023

Appendix A 



WEM blockchain ecosystem

EMA Token (TEMA) was created in order to tokenize the entire WEM 
blockchain ecosystem.

WEM Blockchain was built from scratch to accomplish tasks that were 
challenging or unattainable on other blockchain networks. 

*) enables nearly instant global payments, improving transparency and 
reducing counterfeiting.
*) offer low, flat, and predictable fees, ensuring user trust.
*) improved security and privacy
*) designed to be environmentally friendly and energy-efficient.
*) capable of processing a high volume of transactions per second, fast and 
efficient processing.
*) architecture allows for easy updates without the need for forks
*) community driven, operates on a decentralized network, eliminating 
the need to trust any third-party authority. Open to all participants, 
including investors, developers, ambassadors, and enthusiasts.

Initially designed to facilitate financial transactions, WEM blockchain has 
since expanded into a universal DeFi platform that enables users to create 
not only a range of native Layer 1 coins but also a variety of DeFi 
applications.

In summary, WEM Blockchain offers an innovative, cost-effective, eco-
friendly, scalable, decentralized, upgradable, profitable, interconnected, 
and sustainable blockchain solution.

The potential impact of WEM Blockchain includes innovation in 
blockchain development, improvements in global payments, financial 
inclusion of underserved populations, efficiency and cost savings.



Overall, the potential impact of WEM Blockchain is to transform the way 
we conduct transactions, promote financial inclusion, drive efficiency, and 
contribute to a more sustainable and secure digital economy.

Resources:
Website: www.worldecomoney.com
WEMblockchain whitepaper: 
https://worldecomoney.com/downloads/wemblockchainpaper.pdf
WEM Coin whitepaper: 
https://worldecomoney.com/downloads/wemcoinpaper.pdf
Data: https://worldecomoney.com/coin/wemc/

Founder & CEO: 
Alex Kooistra
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/alex-kooistra-aba375252/
info@worldecomoney.com

Founder & CTO: 
Mark Karodin
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/mark-karodine/
support@worldecomoney.com
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